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Abstract
Feynman’s functional formulation of statistical mechanics is used to study the renormalizability of
the well known Linear Chiral Sigma Model in the presence of fermionic elds at nite temperature in
an alternative way. It is shown that the renormalization conditions coincide with those of the zero
temperature model.
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The advent of ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions has given to nite temperature eld theory (FTFT)
a special task, since this kind of experiment may reveal a new state of matter which is the quark-
gluon plasma. The question of what happens with the properties of the particles at non-zero temperature
(immersed in a thermal medium) is one of the most important topics of FTFT. There have been important
contributions in the area, mostly contend a eld theoretical questions such as the derivation of particle
properties. Some examples of this research subject through the last three decades can be found in [1{10].
On the other hand, the inclusion of temperature in eective models has gained importance not only in
the context of hadron physics, but also in cosmology and astroparticle physics for which a knowledge of
the behavior of hadronic masses with temperature are most relevant.
Derivations of the pion and sigma meson masses as well as the condensate as a function of temperature
have been given both from a phenomenological [11] as well as a theoretical point of view [12]. An immedi-
ate question arises as to the eventual modications introduced by the boson coupling to fermionic degrees
of freedom. The rst issue of concern about the inclusion of fermions is the presence of innities which will
arise. How do they appear in the Feynman’s functional formulations of statistical mechanics? It is well
known that the chiral fermion meson model [13] is renormalizable at zero [14,15] and nite temperature
[16,12]. In the early study of the renormalizability of the linear  model at nite temperature presented
in ref [16], it is shown that the renormalization conditions are the same as for the zero temperature case.
We will show here in this reinvestigation of the well studied chiral fermion-meson model that this is also
the case for its \ bosonized " version.
The Lagrangian density of the chiral linear sigma model is given by
L =  (i@µγµ − gΓ’) + 12(@µ’)(@
µ’)− 
4
(’2 − f2pi)2 (1)
where ’ = (; ~) and Γ = (1; iγ5~ ) contain the chiral mesonic elds and their coupling to the fermionic
elds respectively,  and g are positive coupling constants and fpi is the pion decay constant in vacuum.




+ g ~ Γ ’ (2)
where ~ and ~ are the usual Dirac Matrices:
~ = −iγ0; (3)
~ = ~~γ:
Then, written in terms of h and  = −it the Lagrangian becomes
L = −










where i@t = −@τ and LE is the Euclidean Lagrangian.
As is well known, given the Lagrangian of a system with Euclidean metric the quantum partition
function is given by
Z = Tr e−βH =
Z
D( )D( )D(’)eiS(ψ† ,ψ,ϕ) (5)








We can immediately integrate out the fermionic elds
Z





d3r  y(@τ + h) 
= det(@τ + h) = exp T r log(@τ + h) (7)
The meaning of the trace operation should be well understood; to the fermions in the discretized space-
time are attached two indices i and s,  is =  s(~ri; i). The index s stands for all four Dirac indices, the




d3r  y(@τ + h) =
X
is,js′
 yis (@τ + h)is,js′  js′ (8)
so that we have the equivalence among the three expressions
Tr log(@τ + h) =
X
is


















~k.~r h j!i = 1p

e−ωτ (10)
where ~k are discrete periodic momenta and ! the usual Matsubara frequencies. So Tr log(@τ + h) is a
trace of the operator @τ + h in the one fermion state space where the operator in question acts.
























In the above expression we dened
tr (@τ + h) =
X
s
(@τ + h)ss (13)
The trace is over Dirac and isospin matrices. An explicit calculation of the term tr log(@τ + h) reveals
the presence of innities. We proceed thus to renormalization for that purpose. We develop the eective
action around the point we call the physical vacuum.
3
’0 = (fpi; 0; 0; 0) (14)
Since detA = det ~A, we have
tr log(@τ + h) = tr log(−@τ + h) = 12 tr log(−@τ + h)(@τ + h) = (15)
1
2
tr log(−@2µ + g2’2 + igγµ(@µ’)Γ)
Here we write
− @2µ + g2’2 + igγµ(@µ’)Γ
= −@2µ + g2’20 + g2(’2 − ’20) + igγµ(@µ’)Γ
= G−10 + V (16)
with the \unperturbed propagator" dened as
G−10 = −@2µ + g2’20 = −@2µ + g2f2pi (17)
and the \perturbation"
V = g2(’2 − ’20) + igγµ(@µ’)Γ
= g2(2 + ~2 − f2pi) + igγµ(@µ)− gγ5γµ(@pi~):~ (18)
Note that G0 acts in the one fermion state space and has the form of a boson propagator with a gfpi
mass. It is also important to remark that the perturbation is not a power of the coupling constant g, but
proportional to the amplitude ~’ = ’ − ’0, the deviation of the eld with respect to its vacuum value.
We can thus interpret what has been done as a bosonization in the fermionic one loop approximation.
The propagator G0 is diagonal in the plane wave basis we have dened
G−10 j~k!Si =
1







The Lagrangian related to the eective action, eq.(12), can be rewritten as
Leff (’) = −12 tr [log (G
−1















(’2 − f2pi)2 +
1
2
tr log G0 (20)
The last term is an innite constant and may be neglected. Now the rst term can be developed as
−1
2
tr [log(1 +G0V )] = −12 tr G0V +
1
4
tr (G0V )2 − 16 tr (G0V )
3 + ::: (21)

















































































































































We can therefore write
−1
2
Tr G0V = −a1()
Z
d4xg(’2 − ’20) (27)




The next term in the expansion contain G20  1k4 so that Tr(G0V )2 will have a logarithmic divergence.




























































































































We can thus write, in analogy to eq. (22)
1
4




g4(’2 − ’20)2 + g2(@µ’)2

+ finite contributions (33)






Having identied the divergent part of the eective Lagrangian we can add counterterms which will
cancel the divergences and which will be of the form of terms already present in the Lagrangian. Consider
then




2 + a2()(@µ’)2g2 + c2(’2 − f2pi)
− a1()g2(’2 − f2pi) + c4(’2 − f2pi)2 + a2()g4(’2 − f2pi)2 (34)
We next introduce changes in the parameters c0, c2 e c4 on the one hand and proceed to a redenition
of ’, g and fpi as follows
1) c0 is chosen so that c0 + 12 tr log G0 = 0
This choice is equivalent to dening the zero in energy scale and the vacuum will have zero energy
2)The redenition of ’:
’! ’R = 1p
1 + 2c2g2
’ (35)
Thus the third and fourth terms in eq. (34) becomes
1
2
(@µ’)2 + a2 g2 (@µ’)2 ! 12(@µ’)
2 (36)
This is the eld renormalization. Also, accordingly





’2 − f2pi !
1
1 + 2a2g2
(’2 − f2pi) (38)
6
3)Also, in order to maintain the form of G−10 = −@2µ + g2f2pi we need to redene the coupling constant
g ! gR =
p
1 + 2a2g2 g (39)
4)The coecient c2 is chosen so that
c2 + a2 g4R = 0 (40)
5)The coecient c4 is chosen so that, for a given  , one has
(c4 + a2 g4R)(’
2
R − f2piR)2 =

4
(’2R − f2piR)2 (41)
The renormalized lagrangean is then given by
Leff (’) = −12 tr log (1 +G0V ) +
1
2










(’2R − f2piR)2 (42)
The eective meson Lagrangian (42) gives an eective action which is a nite functional of ’. The
partition function remains thus nite and the counterterms needed are the same as in the usual zero
temperature renormalization schemes.
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